
Welcome to  
Explorations Central™
Why book your shore excursions with  
Holland America Line?

Experts in Each Destination

n Working with local tour operators, we have 

carefully curated a collection of enriching 

adventures. These offer in-depth travel for first-

timers and immersive experiences for seasoned 

alumni.

Seamless Travel

n Pre-cruise, on board the ship, and after your cruise, 

you are in the best of hands. With the assistance 

of our dedicated call center, the attention of our 

on-board team, and trustworthy service at every 

stage of your journey, you can truly travel without 

a care.

Our Best Price Guarantee 

n Save time and money. After booking your cruise, 

log in to purchase your shore excursions. If you 

purchase a tour and find a better price on an 

identical tour offered elsewhere, we’ll refund 110 

percent of the price difference in the form of an 

on-board credit (conditions apply).

Which Shore Excursions Are Right for You?
Choose the tours that interest you by using the icons as a general guide to the level of activity 
involved, and select the tours best suited to your physical capabilities. These icons will help you to 
interpret this brochure.

  Easy Activity: Very light activity including short distances to walk; may include some steps. 

  Moderate Activity: Requires intermittent effort throughout, including walking medium distances over uneven 
surfaces and/or steps. 

  Strenuous Activity: Requires active participation, walking long distances over uneven and steep terrain or on 
steps. In certain instances, paddling or other non-walking activity is required and guests must be able to 
participate without discomfort or difficulty breathing.

  Panoramic Tours: Specially designed for guests who enjoy a slower pace, these tourss offer sightseeing mainly 
from the transportation vehicle, with few or no stops, and no mandatory disembarkation from the vehicle  
during the tour. As vehicles outside the United States are rarely lift-equipped and ramps are seldom available, 
a very small amount of walking will be necessary. The pace is gentle and taking your time is encouraged.

 
 Limited Capacity: The number of people able to participate in this tour is strictly limited. Reasons for 

limiting capacity may include the number of transportation seats available, or the need to maintain a safe 
ratio of guides for hikes, fishing and water activities. Tours require a minimum number of participants in 
order to operate.

 
Snack: This tour includes a small snack or tasting of local specialties. The snack is not a meal.

 
Meal: This tour includes a meal—lunch on daytime tours, dinner on evening tours.
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Frequently Asked Questions
What should I wear? 

Comfortable walking shoes are recommended for all 
shore excursions. When you visit places of worship, 
we recommend dressing conservatively (no shorts 
or sleeveless tops), but casual clothing is perfectly 
acceptable. Dress in layers and have a jacket along. 
Bring an umbrella or raincoat, a hat and sunscreen. 

What about meals? 

Most tour departures complement the ship’s meal 
service hours. In-room dining is available on board. 

How will I know what time each tour departs?  

The on-board Shore Excurions Order Form in your 
stateroom will show departure times. This information 
will also be printed on your shore excursions tickets, 
which you will receive on board. Approximate 
tour departure times are posted on our website at 
hollandamerica.com. 

I am traveling with friends. Can we be accommodated 
on the same motorcoach?

your shore excursions tickets. If you wish to travel 

with friends, please arrive at the designated meeting 

place together. This will enable the staff to allocate 

space for you on the same vehicle. 

The departure location for each tour is printed on 

Tour durations 

The individual tour descriptions include approximate 

durations. To allow our Shore Excursions Managers 

flexibility to coordinate your time in port with meals and 

activities on the ship, exact departure times are published 

in the Shore Excursions Order Form on board. For 

more information, please attend the Shore Excursions 

Presentation or visit the Shore Excursions Desk. 

Tour descriptions 

Tour descriptions may change after printing. 

Information that becomes available after this brochure 

is published will be posted in the Shore Excursions 

section of our website, which can be found online at 

hollandamerica.com. Significant changes will be noted 

on the Shore Excursions Order Form on board. Tour 

schedules are subject to change.  

 Guests Using A 
  Mobility Aid  

Device or Wheelchair
I have a disability. How do I know which tours will 
best suit me? 

The tours are graded according to the relative 
level of activity they entail. The activity icons that 
appear at the beginning of each tour description 
provide a general idea of the level of activity to 
expect. Please see page 1 for specific information 
or speak to a Shore Excursions specialist 
(1.888.425.9376). It is important to keep in mind 
that tour operators are subject to the laws of their 
own country with respect to accommodating the 
needs of guests with disabilities. In most foreign 
countries, the laws are not as stringent as those in 
the United States. 

Will I encounter difficulties (dis)embarking the ship 
when it’s in port? 

Please see the on-board Shore Excursions staff 
to help determine whether you can expect to 
encounter difficulties (dis)embarking the ship in a 
particular port of call. The decision whether or not 
to carry or provide other mobility assistance to a 
guest and their device (wheelchair, walker, etc.) up 
or down a ship’s gangway, or on or off a tender 
boat, is at the sole discretion of the Captain, made 
based on his evaluation of guest and crew safety. 
We encourage you to bring a collapsible wheelchair 
as space limitations may restrict the ability of some 
tour operators to accommodate motorized mobility  
aid devices.
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The Collections of Holland America Line
What fascinates you? A cooking class with a local chef? A private car, complete with driver and/or guide? A chance to 
encounter wildlife or view natural wonders up close? The Collections represent a small subset of the shore excursions you 
will find in this brochure. Each collection offers its own particular focus and is available only in select ports.

World Wonders Collection
Natural treasures, architectural marvels, 
technical wonders: to the Seven Wonders 
of the World we add our own nomina-
tions based on decades of leadership in 

global travel—the sandstone city of Petra, the moai 

statues of Easter Island, and the Great Wall of China, 
among others. What they have in common is the ability 
to inspire awe.

Encore Collection 
Been there, done that? Think again. The 

Encore Collection, designed especially for 

repeat guests, lets you discover what lies 

beyond the well-known attractions you’ve 

already seen. Barbecue with Argentine gauchos, bike the 

tree-lined boulevards of Barcelona, ride an Icelandic pony 

across a windswept beach near Reykjavík. These tours 

showcase hidden gems, unusual angles and inside stories 

that will bring you back time and again. 

Overland & Overnight 
Collection
A passion for new experiences, goodwill 
toward others, or immersion in life 
elsewhere—whatever drives you to travel, 

Overland Adventures and Overnights take you further. 
Dig deeper, make connections, leave a part of your soul in 
great places, and bring home a wider knowledge of our 
planet and those with whom we share it. 

Cruise with Purpose 
Collection
For every global citizen who has ever 

dreamed of either giving back or paying it 

forward, the innovative Cruise with Purpose 

Collection is about improving our planet one voyage at 

a time. Assist in scientific research, bring supplies to an 

orphanage, participate in a fair trade scheme or cultural 

exchange, replant a forest or restore fragile habitat—your 

footprint will be light and your soul enriched. 
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Medallion Collection
This series of exclusive experiences is designed 

to accommodate our most discerning guests. 

Each Medallion Collection tour is carefully 

chosen to provide an in-depth perspective, 

often exlcusive to Holland America Line. They offer 

unparalleled access to events and sights not normally readily 

available to the public. First-class style, smaller groups, elite 

activities for a privileged few—this is 

the Medallion Collection.
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The Signature  
Collection
Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle and 
English-speaking driver and/or guide at your service. 
Choose your companions and visit only the landmarks 
that interest you so that you maximize your time ashore.

Signature Collection
This exclusive touring option for 
independent-minded travelers lets you 
completely customize and maximize 
your time ashore by reserving private 

transportation (along with an English-speaking driver 
and/or guide) in advance. Whether you travel by car or 
minivan, customized boat, classic floatplane or stretch SUV 
limousine, you choose the companions, sights and pace that 
perfectly suit you.

To Whom is the Signature Collection Suited?

The Signature Collection is for solo travelers, couples, 
families, friends and special interest groups traveling 
together. This may also be an excellent choice for non-
ambulatory guests. Value and flexibility are just two of  the 
advantages of first-class touring and luxury transportation. 
Privacy, comfort, safety, and personalized guide service are 
also yours to enjoy. 

Itinerary Planning

If you need help planning your personal itinerary, the Shore 
Excursions Manager can assist you and will gladly answer 
your questions. This can be very helpful in many destinations 
where travel time, location, holidays, and opening hours of 
attractions need to be taken into consideration in order to 
maximize the efficiency of your time ashore. 

Booking on Board

The Signature Collection may be available for booking 

once you are on the ship, but this cannot be guaranteed. 

Please check with the Shore Excursions Office on board.

About the  

Signature Collection Transportation

Each type of transportation will be of the 

highest grade available in that port. Not all modes 

of transportation are available in all locations. 

For information about the transportation sizes 

and availability, please see our website at 

hollandamerica.com. 

Online Reservations

The fastest and easiest way for you to reserve 

and pay for your Signature Collection experience 

is online at hollandamerica.com. Please note the 

cost will be per mode of transportation (not per 

person), so only one person in the party needs 

to make the reservation. The price shown on the 

website is the total cost for the transportation, 

driver and guide (not a per-person price). In many 

ports, availability is extremely limited. We encourage 

you to reserve as early as possible. 

Also Included

The cost includes the service of a English-speaking guide 
and/or driver, unlimited mileage, road tolls, parking fees 

and bottled water.

Not Included (Unless Otherwise Noted)

Guests’ entrance fees for attractions are not included 
in the price due to the wide range of attraction 

possibilities, uncertain number of attractions to be visited, 
and varying number of guests participating. We strongly 
recommend that you bring some local currency to cover 

such costs as credit cards are not readily accepted in 
some ports. Lunch will not be included on any tour 

as many guests prefer to select their own dining 
venue. 

Payment & Tour Vouchers

Your credit card will be charged 
after your reservation is confirmed. 
Next, start planning what you’ll 
do with your Signature Collection 
experience in each port. On board 
the ship, you will be given a tour 

voucher and a form to advise the 
Shore Excursions staff of the itinerary 

you have chosen. 
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Best Price Guarantee
Find a better price on any tour we offer 
and we’ll refund to you 110 percent of the 
price difference in the form of an on-board 
credit (conditions apply). After booking your 
cruise, log in to www.holland america.com 
to purchase your shore excursions. 

Shore Excursions 
Bookings & 
Confirmation

Now you can choose your tour 
times, book your tours, and receive 
confirmation of your tour reservations 
24 hours a day. Visit us online at 
hollandamerica.com.

Book online now, up until three days before 
sailing. Make your payment online via our 
secure website, and receive confirmation 
as well as your approximate tour departure 
times. 

You can also download the 
shore excursions, view 
tour prices, find answers to 
frequently asked questions and read 
general information. And remember, online 
tour reservations are processed prior to 
any requests made on board the ship and 
receive priority handling. 

Please see the Reservations & Online 
Reservations paragraph in the General 
Information section for terms and conditions.
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Expand the 
Experience

Make the most of your time in each port 
by combining different half-day tours to 
complete a full day of sightseeing. You 
might want to consider a morning cooking 
class and an afternoon walking tour; a 
morning stroll through a mosaic-lined church 
and an afternoon of sampling local wine 
at a vineyard; or even a bike ride and an 
evening cultural performance—all in one day! 
Whatever your interests, and whichever pace 
suits you best, there’s a huge variety of tours 
to mix and match in this brochure. Please 
consult with a Shore Excursions specialist at 
1.888.425.9376.
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Shimizu, Japan - Monday, October 14, 2019:

Fujisan Hongu Sengentaisha
Shrine & View of Mt Fuji

Departs: 8:45 AM
4½ Hours
Adult $134.95; Child $64.95

In 2013, Mt Fuji was designated a "sacred
place and source of artistic inspiration" and a
UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is the tallest
mountain in Japan at 12,388 feet, and
dominates the landscape of Fuji-Hakone-Izu
National Park.

A one-hour coach ride brings you to Fujisan
Hongu Sengen Taisha Shrine, located in the
southwestern foothills of Mt Fuji.
Constructed in the early 1600s, the shrine, the
inner and outer shrines, and the tower gate
remain. In springtime, the grounds are awash
with color from the blossoms of 500 cherry
trees.

Continue to Miho-no-Matsubara -- a
picturesque pine grove along the eastern
coast of the Miho Peninsula, designated a
spot of scenic beauty. From here, the majestic
views of Mt Fuji (weather permitting) are
postcard-perfect.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Views of
Mt Fuji are weather dependent. Bring local
currency, as many vendors do not accept
credit cards or US dollars.

Nihondaira Outlook & Kunozan
Toshogu Shrine

Departs: 9:30 AM
3½ Hours
Adult $124.95; Child $64.95

Begin this spiritual day with a coach ride to
Nihondaira Park Outlook -- a Prefecture
Natural Park and the perfect spot to take in
views of Suruga Bay and magnificent Mt Fuji
(weather permitting). Board the scenic
ropeway (cable car) for a stunning ride to the
top of the mountain.

Visit the Toshogu Shrine, dedicated to
Shogun Tokugawa Ieyasu (1543-1616). This
man was a very famous leader who brought
peace to Japan after a long period of civil war.
His extensive shrine complex features bright
red buildings ornately decorated and
constructed in the Shinto shrine style. A
designated Cultural Landmark, its grounds
include a massive front gate, a drum tower,
copper lanterns and a main building with
three magnificently decorated halls. Within a
secluded, wooded area, you'll find the tomb of
Ieyasu.

The ropeway returns you to the coach for the
drive back to port.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Bring local
currency, as many vendors do not accept
credit cards or US dollars. Participants must
negotiate 120 steep steps at the shrine. The
small museum near the tomb of Ieyasu is not
included in the tour. Views of Mt Fuji are

weather permitting.

Sunpu Castle Park & Views of Mt
Fuji

Departs: 9:00 AM
4 Hours
Adult $119.95; Child $59.95

Step back in time to explore the key historical
sites of Shizuoka.

Begin at Sunpu Castle Park, built by Shogun
Tokugawa Ieyasu in 1585. View the ruins of
this Edo-period castle, its stone walls and
moats, and the East Gate and guard tower
that were reconstructed using original
construction plans. See the bronze statue of
Ieyasu and an orange tree believed to have
been planted by him.

Next, head to the Momijiyama Japanese
Garden, located adjacent to the Castle Park.
The park has four landscaped gardens and a
traditional teahouse.

Continue to Shizuoka Sengen Shrine -- a
complex of three main architectural
buildings. The shrine features an extensive
collection of artifacts from the Tokugawa
Shogunate that ruled Japan for 300 years
during the Edo Period.

Complete your day at Miho-no-Matsubara.
This picturesque pine grove along the eastern
coast of the Miho Peninsula is a designated
spot of scenic beauty because of its majestic
views of Mt Fuji (weather permitting).

Notes:

You will not enter the museum at Shizuoka
Shrine. Wear comfortable walking shoes.
Participants must negotiate sand and uneven
ground at Miho-no-Matsubara. Views of Mt
Fuji are weather permitting. Sumpu Castle
Park is closed on Mondays. Bring local
currency, as many vendors do not accept
credit cards or US dollars.
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Osaka, Japan - Tuesday, October 15, 2019:  Succulent Kobe beef, sukiyaki and sushi all tantalize in this
boisterous, earthy city. Nearby: Kyoto, Japan's spiritual center, and ancient Nara with its marvelous temples.

Fushimi, Uji & Nara

    
Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 9 - 9 1/2 hours
Adult $229.95; Child $129.95

Leave Osaka port for a full day of sightseeing
in Southern Kyoto and Nara. En route, you
will visit the town of Fushimi, home to 37
sake breweries. This town is one of Japan's
most famous sake-producing regions, as high
-quality rice is readily available from the
fields of neighboring Shigaken and the final
product is easily loaded onto boats for export
downriver to Osaka. You will stop at the
largest of Fushimi's sake breweries,
Gekkeikan Okura Memorial House (or
alternative Sake Brewery Museum), with 350
years of tradition. On display are various
items related to the process of making
Japanese sake. In the southern part of Kyoto
you will visit a small city that is historically
rich in Heian-Period culture and is home to
the Byodo-in Temple--a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. The temple was once the villa
of Minister Fujiwara Michinaga, the model
for the hero in the Japanese classic, The Tale
of Genji, and was turned into a temple by his
son in 1052. The main hall, called the
Phoenix Hall, stands in the beautiful garden
and was built in 1053 (you will not go inside
the hall). It is one of the most famous
historical buildings in Japan and its image
graces the back of ten yen coin. The temple's
wonderful museum
houses the elegant temple bell and other
treasures. Watch for the Uji-bashi bridge--the
oldest of its kind in Japan--which has been
thescene of many bitter clashes over the

centuries. Next, transfer to Nara, Japan's first
real capital. Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant
before visiting the Kasuga Taisha Shrine,
founded in 710 in its forest location. This
shrine conveys an atmosphere of peace and
sanctity perhaps unmatched by any other
shrine. The buildings, painted vermilion,
showcase the Kasuga style of architecture.
Some 3,000 lanterns line the road east from
the second torii gate. Beyond the Heiden, a
floorless structure built in 1650, the Main
Hall is surrounded by an impressive gallery.
You will see the Todaiji Temple and the Hall
of the Great Buddha, dating from 1709. This
is the world's largest wooden structure. The
Great Buddha, a National Treasure, was cast
in bronze in eight sections over three years,
completed in 749. It is one of the largest
bronze statues in the world. You will return
to Osaka in the late afternoon.

Please note:

Kyoto, the Ancient Capital

    
Departs: 8:45 AM
Approximately 9 Hours
Adult $219.95; Child $169.95

A city of profound history and rich tradition,
Kyoto represents the very soul of Japan. This
must-see tour begins with a ride from Osaka
to the ancient capital of Kyoto, then sets out
to discover some of Japan's best-known
sights.

An impressive starting point is the Kinkaku-
ji Temple, originally built in 1397 as a
retirement dwelling for Shogun Yoshimitsu,

then reconstructed in 1955, faithful to the
14th-century design. Elaborate gold foil lends
the structure an almost gaudy appearance, as
well as honoring its name -- Golden Pavilion.

Next is the ostentatious, 1603 Nijo Castle,
complete with 'nightingale' floors which were
designed to squeak to warn the inhabitants of
intruders. Kyoto's 1,100th birthday was
celebrated with the construction of the Heian
Shinto Shrine. Surrounded by gardens, this
two-thirds scale model of the Heian Imperial
Palace features a Chinese-style bridge.

Finish up your visit to Kyoto with a stop at
the Handicraft Center for some souvenir
shopping . Lunch will be served en route.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Some of
buildings in the temples or shrines area may
be closed for repair/renovation without prior
notice.

Nara & the Horyuji Temple

    
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 7 1/2 Hours
Adult $199.95; Child $139.95

The world's largest statue of Buddha is the
first of many interesting sights that await you
in the city of Nara -- a center of arts,
literature and religion.

Nara is home to a number of very impressive
buildings and landmarks, as you will discover
on today's motor coach tour. The Todaiji

(Great Buddha) is cast in bronze and set in an
enormous wooden building. See this star
attraction for yourself to fully appreciate it.

Then, continue to the Kasuga Shrine before
enjoying a stop for lunch at a local restaurant.
Re-boarding the coach, you'll continue to the
Horyuji Temple -- this is the oldest temple in
Japan and contains some of the nation's rarest
treasures. Additionally, it is reputed to be
among the oldest wooden buildings in the
world. Its inside walls are covered in clay
images which depict the life of Buddha.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Some of
buildings in the temples or shrines area may
be closed for repair/renovation without prior
notice.

Please note:

Osaka Castle & Shitennoji Temple

  
Departs: 9:30 AM
Approximately 4 hours
Adult $89.95; Child $69.95

Join this tour for an orientation tour of
Osaka, with a visit to its special attractions.

You will pass through Osaka's downtown
area on the way to the Osaka Castle. Built in
1583 and destroyed just 32 years later, the
castle has undergone many reconstructions --
the most recent in 1931.

Next, you will visit Shitennoji Temple, built
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Osaka, Japan - Tuesday, October 15, 2019
in AD 593 and believed to be the oldest
Buddhist temple in Japan. Although it has
been rebuilt many times in its long history,
excavations have shown the current layout to
be very true to its original design. The
temple's great southern gate, central gate,
pagoda, main hall and lecture hall are
constructed in a straight line -- a design
layout called Shitennoji cathedral style. The
temple houses six National Treasures and
many other items of cultural importance.

Notes:

Part of Shitenno-ji Temple is currently
undergoing restoration work. A visit to the
top of the Osaka Castle requires a climb of
230 steps. Participants must walk
approximately 15-20 minutes from the coach
parking are to the castle. Photography and
videography are not allowed inside Osaka
Castle on the third and fourth floors. An
elevator is available at the castle; however, the
elevator does not provide access to the
observatory on the upper level (8th floor).
There is only one elevator available; expect
congestion. Tour requires climbing steep
stairs and crossing uneven ground. Not
advisable for guests with mobility limitations.
Wear comfortable walking shoes. Some of
buildings in the temples or shrines area may
be closed for repair/renovation without prior
notice.

Osaka Private Touring
- Full Day (Car)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $1,499.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged

to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Osaka Private Touring
- Full Day (Minivan)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $2,199.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity:7 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for

attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Osaka Private Touring
- Half Day (Car)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 Hours
Price $1,099.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
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Osaka, Japan - Tuesday, October 15, 2019
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Osaka Private Touring
- Half Day (Minivan)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $1,799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity:7 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Panoramic Osaka

  
Departs: 9:30 AM
2 Hours
Adult $99.95; Child $69.95

Osaka is the largest merchant city in western
Japan. The town is divided into two areas --
Kita and Minami, literally translating as
North and South. These areas have very
different characteristics, which you will
discover on a panoramic drive through
lively Osaka.

Head to Osaka North, whose downtown area
is called Kita or Umeda. This is a business
and shopping district surrounding Osaka
station. You will see the Umeda Sky building
-- an arch-shaped architecture which consists
of two towers with a sky garden and atrium
on the top. The garden is actually an
observatory and, when the building was
constructed, it was lifted up from the ground
to the upper level, connecting the towers.

Next, you will drive to the Osaka South, or
Minami, downtown area -- a shopping and
entertainment district. This is where the
locals seek out the best food in the city.

Finally, head to Osaka castle and enjoy a view
of this key landmark of the city before you
transfer back to the ship.

Notes:

This tour consists only of sightseeing from
the motorcoach.
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Busan (Pusan), South Korea - Thursday, October 17, 2019:  Find stillness at some of the largest
Korean Buddhist temples, including Beomeo-sa, first constructed in the year 678 and home to over one thousand monks-it also contains
seven different registered national and cultural treasures.  Near the port, explore the famous Jagalchi fish market or the city's renowned
beach resorts. Journey to the Dongnae area to soak in the city's healing hot springs.

Beomeosa Temple & Busan
Sights

Departs: 8:45 AM
Approximately 4¼ hours
Adult $69.95; Child $39.95

Travel to Beomeosa Temple, located at the
east foot of Busan’s guardian mountain, and
founded by the Great Priest Euisang in AD
678. Beomeosa is one of Korea’s five great
Buddhist temples with an abundance of
cultural and historical assets. The scenic
beauty of this temple and the valley,
overgrown with wisteria, attracts many local
and foreign visitors—it is one of Busan’s
highlights. Next, stop at the fish market, part
of the greatest fishing port and the finest
market of marine products in Korea. You will
also stop at the Gukje (International)
Market, featuring various imports and low
prices, as well as an intriguing variety of food.

Busan City Highlights

Departs: 9:15 AM
Approximately 3¼ hours
Adult $69.95; Child $39.95

Enjoy the Songdo Beach Skywalk, formally
opened in 2017 as Korea's longest overwater
boardwalk. At 356 meter in length, it
stretches from Shore Island to the lighthouse.
It's steel and wood construction is sturdy and

practical. Stop at the fish market to
experience a slice of local life and learn about
the huge fishing port and its market of
marine products that was established in 1970.
The Jagalchi Festival is held here every
October. Busan's Gukje International
Market symbolizes the commerce of this busy
city. It attracts all kinds of visitors and offers
good deals on imports and local food items.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes.

Busan Private Touring
- Full Day (Car)

Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $994.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and

unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Busan Private Touring
- Full Day (Minivan)

Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $999.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting

sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity:4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Please note: Private minivans are ordered per
vehicle (not per person), so only one person
in the party needs to order the vehicle. The
price shown is the total cost for the vehicle,
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Busan (Pusan), South Korea - Thursday, October 17, 2019
driver, and English-speaking guide. Entrance
fees for attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Capacity: 4 guests

Your private party may be of any size up to
the maximum capacity.

Busan Private Touring
- Half Day (Car)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be

of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Busan Private Touring
- Half Day (Minivan)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests

with mobility limitations.

Capacity:4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Fascinating Busan:
Temple, Beach &
Island

  
Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 6¾ hours
Adult $149.95; Child $89.95

The Haedong Yonggungsa Temple is
situated on the coast in northeastern Busan.
This superb find offers visitors the rare
experience of a temple along the
shoreline—most temples in Korea are located
in the mountains. People come here on New
Year's Day to make a wish as they watch the
sun come up. Not far away, Haeundae Beach
is perhaps the most famous beach in the
country. It was named by scholar Choi Chi-
Won of the Silla Dynasty (57BC - AD935).
While walking past Dongbaekdo Island, he
was fascinated by it and carved the words
‘Hae Un Dae’ on a stone wall. The name
stuck and is still in use about 1,300 years later.
The almost mile-long stretch of beach is
composed of white sand that comes from

Chuncheon Stream and shells that have been
naturally eroded by the wind and water over
time. It is quite coarse and sticks easily to
your skin. Various cultural events and
festivals are held here throughout the year. At
the Folk Square, you can enjoy traditional
games such as neoldduigi (seesaw jumping),
Korean wrestling, tuho (arrow throwing), tug
-of-war and yutnori. There is also a Beach
Culture Center and Beach Library. Next, head
to the Oryukdo Skywalk, located on the
southernmost point of Igidae Park’s coastal
walking path and situated on the side of a 100
-foot cliff. The skywalk’s glass floor and
viewing platform offer you a breathtaking
view of Oryukdo Island. Finally, you will see
the Busan cinema center, which is the official,
exclusive venue of the Busan International
Film Festival. It is located in Centum City, in
Busan.

Gyeongju: A Museum Without
Walls

  
Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 7¼ hours
Adult $164.95; Child $99.95

Gyeongju is known as the museum without
walls, as it was once the capital of the Shilla
Kingdom and blossomed into a major
cultural center after the Shilla Dynasty
unified the Korean peninsula in AD 676.
Today, Gyeongju is a UNESCO World
Heritage Site and your tour of the city will
reveal spectacular architectural points of
interests, as well as extraordinary museums
and ornate temples. In Tumuli Park there are
numerous burial mounds, as well as 23 of the
more than 200 royal tombs found in
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Busan (Pusan), South Korea - Thursday, October 17, 2019
Gyeongju. The Cheonmachong (Heavenly
Horse Tomb) was excavated in 1973 (April to
Dec) and yielded more than 10,000 treasures.
At the National Museum, much of the Shilla
heritage is on display, including artifacts such
as magnificent gold crowns, and ancient
pottery, Buddhist treasures and stone
sculptures. A special attraction is the
legendary Emille Bell—one of Asia’s largest
and most resonant bronze bells, weighing 23
tons. A Korean buffet lunch is served at a
nearby hotel. After lunch, you will visit
Bulguksa Temple, a Shilla masterpiece of
wood and stonework that has been cherished,
restored, rebuilt and renovated many times
since its original creation in AD 535.

Notes:

Tour includes a meal—lunch on daytime
tours, or dinner on evening tours. Minimum
age is 8 years. Tour does not operate on
Mondays.

Temple Visit & Tea Ceremony

Departs: 9:15 AM
Approximately 3½ hours
Adult $119.95; Child $74.95

Today, visit the Beomeosa Temple.
Beomeosa Temple is located at the eastern
foot of Busan’s Geumjeongsan Mountain and
was founded by the Great Priest Euisang in
678. It is one of Korea’s five great Buddhist
temples, boasting a wealth of cultural and
historical assets, set among the scenic beauty
of a wisteria-covered valley and attracting
local and foreign visitors. Don’t miss
participating in a Korean tea ceremony, with

tea prepared from tealeaves in a traditional
tea set, in keeping with the Seon or
meditation practiced in Buddhism. Daseon
Limi is often mentioned, implying the same
result from tea-drinking and practicing Seon
(searching for one’s true self). This
meditation constitutes the core of Korean
Buddhist traditions.

Tongdosa Temple &
APEC House

Departs: 8:45 AM
Approximately 4¼ hours
Adult $74.95; Child $49.95

Visit the Tongdosa Temple, located in the
southern part of the Mt Chiseosan area. This
temple is very unusual and very famous for
not having any Buddhist statues in it. This is
because the real shrines of the Buddha are
preserved here. You will have an hour to
explore, both inside the temple and outside,
where you can take in the beautiful views.
Several hundred-year-old pine trees line the
entranceway from the Ilju Gate. The Eight
Famous Sceneries of Tongdosa Temple
include the small drum used when praying in
front of a Buddha figure, a bell, the sunset,
the pond and the rocks and waterfalls behind
the temple. Leaving the temple, you will pass
Haeundae Beach—perhaps Korea’s most
famous beach—with its mile-long strand of
dazzling sand. Nurimaru Apec House on
Dongbaekseom Island is noted for its
beautiful, natural landscape accented by
dense camellia groves and pine trees. Stop
here to visit this facility that has been used as
a memorial hall and a prestigious
international conference hall since the APEC
summit meeting.

Notes:

Nurimaru APEC house to be replaced by UN
Memorial Cemetery on First Monday of
Every month.
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Fukuoka (Hakata), Japan - Friday, October 18, 2019:

Bullet Train & Kokura Castle Park

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 7 Hours
Adult $229.95; Child $149.95

Experience Japanese life in the 17th century
on this full-day adventure to the 400-year-old
castle town of Kokura.

An air-conditioned coach transfers you to the
station, where you'll board one of Japan's
famous bullet trains. Traveling at speeds up
to 170 mph, you'll arrive in Kokura in just 20
minutes.

Transfer by coach to Kokura Castle.
Originally constructed in 1602, the castle's
inner stronghold was destroyed by fire in
1837 and rebuilt in 1959. Inside is a small
museum with spectacular views from the top
floor. Stroll through the garden, full of
delightful outdoor settings. The garden is
much smaller than other Japanese gardens
but it is a thing of beauty.

Taste Japanese tea in the garden area and
visit the serene Yasaka shrine next to the
garden. Sit down to a delicious lunch before a
narrated drive by air-conditioned coach
brings you back to Hakata.

Notes:

Seating on the train is non-reserved tourist
class. The drive from Kokura to Fukuoka
(Hakata) is approximately 100 minutes.
Expect traffic delays. Visitors must remove

their shoes to enter the Japanese-style rooms
at Kokura Castle Japanese Garden. Extensive
walking and stair climbing is required. Not
advisable for guests with mobility limitations.
Kokura Castle does not have an elevator.
Participants must negotiate approximately
130 steps to reach the top of the castle. Bring
local currency for additional purchases.

Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine

Departs: 9:30 AM
Approximately 3 Hours
Adult $94.95; Child $84.95

Transfer by motorcoach to the Dazaifu
shrine, dedicated to the 9th-century scholar
named Sugawara no Michizane. Perhaps not
surprisingly, the Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine is
a favorite for students praying for success in
school entrance examinations.

Exiled from the Imperial Court in Kyoto on
trumped-up charges, Michizane persevered at
Dazaifu under harsh conditions, with his
character so admired that there are now
12,000 shrines dedicated to him across Japan.
Dazaifu Tenmangu is perhaps the most
famous of these and was established early in
the 10th century.

The shrine is well known for its 6,000-plus
plum trees that blossom in early spring. One
of these trees, located to the right of the main
shrine hall, is called Tobiume -- the Flying
Plum -- as the tree is said to have so loved
Michizane that it followed him in exile by
flying down from Kyoto to Dazaifu.

Return to the ship afterwards via the same

route.

Notes:

About 15 to 20 minutes of walking is
required. Wear comfortable walking shoes.
Bring local currency, as many vendors do not
accept credit cards or US dollars.

Highlights of Fukuoka

Departs: 9:30 AM
3½ Hours
Price $94.95

This narrated excursion is a great way to
acquaint yourself with the city and all its
splendors. A knowledgeable onboard guide
will point out areas of interest along the way
and all you have to do is climb aboard your
air-conditioned motorcoach and sit back and
relax. Don't forget to bring a camera for the
photo stops you'll make during your
sightseeing tour.

As your coach winds its way en route to your
first photo stop, you'll pass an area known as
Tenjin. As part of Fukuoka's business and
entertainment center, it's home to major
department stores and specialty shops.
Another sight you'll see is the Fukuoka
Dome, Japan's first baseball stadium with a
retractable roof and home to the baseball
team known as the Fukuoka Softbank Hawks.
Nearby is your first photo stop, the iconic
Fukuoka Tower. Considered a city landmark,
it's Japan's largest seaside tower. Standing 767
feet tall, it's quite a sight covered in 8,000
semi-mirrored panels. The Tower functions

as a broadcast antenna for TV and radio
networks. Fukuoka's oldest shrine is your
next photo stop. Founded in 757, the Kushida
Shrine has been the site where local
merchants pray for prosperity and health and
is the centerpiece of a 1,200 year-old festival
called Yamakasa. In mid-July, one-ton floats,
elaborately decorated with depictions of gods,
samurais, mythical creatures or historical
figures are pulled through the town and put
on display at the shrine.

Following your visit, head to the Hakata
Machiya Folk Museum, a museum unfolding
over three machiya, or traditional
townhouses, that provide a compelling
glimpse into the old and continually
fascinating culture of Japan. As you
experience this recreation of a traditional
Hakata neighborhood, view displays of
historical photographs and artifacts and
watch artisans who are regularly on hand to
demonstrate the making of crafts. After
visiting the museum, your motorcoach will
bring you back to the ship.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Bring local
currency, as many vendors do not accept
credit cards or US dollars.
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Fukuoka (Hakata), Japan - Friday, October 18, 2019

Kushida & Dazaifu Tenmangu
Shrines & Fukuoka Tower

Departs: 9:00 AM
5 Hours
Price $99.95

Board a motor coach for the drive to the
Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine. You will walk 15
-20 minutes to reach the shrine from the
parking area. Dedicated in AD 905, this
shrine commemorates a Heian official
renowned for his learning and his purity of
heart. The current shrine dates to 1591 and is
a classic example of Momoyama Period
architecture with its elegant, Buddhist-
inspired bridges, serene ponds and ancient
camphor trees. Browse for souvenirs along
the street.

Continue to the Kushida Shrine in the heart
of Hakata, passing through the Tenjin
Business District en route. Founded in 758,
the shrine is the starting point for the Oiyama
race that ends the city's annual summer
festival. You will also visit the iconic Fukuoka
Tower.

Considered a city landmark, it's Japan's
largest seaside tower. Standing 767 feet tall, it
is quite a sight, covered in 8,000 semi-
mirrored panels. The Tower functions as a
broadcast antenna for TV and radio
networks.

Board your coach for the return to ship.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Bring local
currency, as many vendors do not accept
credit cards or US dollars.

Yanagawa River Experience

Departs: 9:00 AM
6½ Hours
Adult $199.95; Child $189.95

A coach drive brings you to Yanagawa, where
you will explore the city via donko-bune -- a
gondola-like punt poled by a boatman.

Your sightseeing cruise begins along the
willow-lined canals that once surrounded
Yanagawa Castle. The castle is long gone, but
the sights include graceful bridges & brick
warehouses from the early 20th century and
traditional storehouses.

Continue to the Tachibana Ohana Museum,
housed in the former estate of the Tachibana
clan that once ruled Yanagawa. Enjoy lunch
at the local restaurant here; then, explore the
museum. On display are more than 5,000 art
objects and artifacts that chronicle the 400-
year history of the Tachibana clan. The
exhibits include armor and swords, exquisite
clothing, Noh masks and costumes, paintings,
scrolls and a stunning collection of dolls.

Return to the ship by coach.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes. Bring local
currency for additional purchases. Tour
requires climbing steep stairs and crossing
uneven ground. Shoes must be removed
during the visit to Tachibana Ohana
Museum. Not advisable for guests with
mobility limitations.
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Dalian, China - Sunday, October 20, 2019:  A key northern port, Dalian is small by Chinese standards, numbering
only about five million people, but it's big on beaches, seafood, apples and exquisite glassware in every conceivable shape and color.

Dalian Favorites

  
Departs: 8:45 AM
Approximately 7 Hours
Adult $149.95; Child $109.95

Leave the ship for a unique opportunity to
visit a Chinese family in their home. You
will be welcomed into the home of local
Dalian residents and have the chance to talk
to your hosts through an English-speaking
interpreter to learn about their everyday life
and customs. Then, visit the Pole Aquarium.
Millions of dollars have been invested in this
facility which covers an area of 215,000
square feet. The building has two floors,
divided into five sections: Large Polar
Animals, Polar Experience, Animal
Knowledge, Mysterious Ocean World, and
Polar Animal Performance. After exploring,
enjoy a lunch of northern Chinese cuisine.
Continue to People’s Square, once named
Stalin Square, located in the center of Dalian.
Dalian’s ice-free port dates back to 1899, but
it was completed in 1930 by the Japanese.
Under the terms of the 1945 Yalta
Agreement, control of the city passed from
Japan to the Soviet Union, which assisted in
the construction of vast munitions plants and
the completion of Dalian’s network of
underground defense shelters. Soviet
occupation ended in 1954; however, the
influence still lingers. Visit one of the
thousands of nursery schools in Dalian and
spend some time with the adorable children
before you re-board your coach and return to
the ship.

Notes:

If the nursery school visit is not available, a
visit to the Dalian Concert Hall to observe the
Children activities such as musical
instrument class, chorus class etc., will be
organized.

.

Dalian Highlights

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 3¼ Hours
Adult $69.95; Child $34.95

Your half-day tour begins with a visit to
People’s Square, located in the center of
Dalian and dating back to 1899. At one point
in history it was named Stalin Square.
Construction of Dalian’s ice-free port began
and was completed in 1930 by the Japanese,
but under the terms of the 1945 Yalta
Agreement, control of the city passed from
Japan to the Soviet Union, which assisted in
the construction of vast munitions plants and
the completion of Dalian’s network of
underground defense shelters. The
occupation ended in 1954; however, a strong
Soviet presence still lingers. Visit one of the
thousands of nursery schools in Dalian and
spend some time with these adorable children
before boarding your coach for a scenic drive
to Beida Bridge. This bridge was completed in
1987 to commemorate Dalian’s friendly
relationship as a sister city with Japan’s city of
Kitakyushu. The unique architectural style of
Beida Bridge has made this bridge an
attraction in Dalian. The last stop on your
tour is at Labour Park, the largest public park

in Dalian. The park offers a panoramic view
of this picturesque northern China city. See
the many new construction sites marking the
economic reform of Dalian, as well as that of
China. You will then re-board your coach for
the return to the ship.

Notes:

If the nursery school visit is not available, a
visit to the Dalian Concert Hall to observe the
Children activities such as musical
instrument class, chorus class etc., will be
organized.

Dalian Private Touring
- Full Day (Car)

  
Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $769.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and

unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Dalian Private Touring
- Full Day (Minibus)

  
Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $949.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
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Dalian, China - Sunday, October 20, 2019
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minibuses are ordered per vehicle
(not per person), so only one person in the
party needs to order the vehicle. The price
shown is the total cost for the vehicle, driver,
and English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Dalian Private Touring
- Full Day (Minivan)

  
Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $829.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting

sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Dalian Private Touring
- Half Day (Car)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $469.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged

to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Dalian Private Touring
- Half Day (Minibus)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $649.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minibuses are ordered per vehicle
(not per person), so only one person in the
party needs to order the vehicle. The price
shown is the total cost for the vehicle, driver,
and English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
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attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Dalian Private Touring
- Half Day (Minivan)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $529.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party

needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Panoramic Dalian

  
Departs: 9:15 AM
Approximately 3½ Hours
Adult $69.95; Child $34.95

Visit Dalian from the comfort of a motor
coach. You’ll begin with a panoramic drive
around Zhongshan Square as your guide
explains a brief history of buildings lining the
square. Built in 1899 by the Russians, this is
the oldest square in Dalian. Next, drive to
Lushan Hill, which is connected to Labor
Park, for a panoramic view of the city.
Heading through the city and its main street,
Zhongshan Road, watch for People’s Square
en route to Xinghai Square for a brief stop
for photos. This large square was built in
1997 to commemorate the return of Hong
Kong to China. The square offers view of the
massive Dalian International Convention
Center and nearby Yellow Sea. Continue with
an orientation drive along Dalian’s most
beautiful coastal road, and enjoy the scenery
along with a photo stop at Beida Bridge.
Return to the ship by motor coach.

The Tram & Eastern Dalian

Departs: 9:15 AM
Approximately 3½ Hours
Adult $59.95; Child $29.95

Start your tour with a leisurely walk through
Dalian’s Russian Culture Street. As the first
avenue of the city of Dalian, Russian Culture
Street was constructed 100 years ago by
Russian architects and has been restored by
the city government to its original splendor.
The buildings bordering the 470 yard-long
street are built in Russian and European style.

The highlight today is a tram tour through
eastern Dalian. Tramways or streetcars were
common throughout the industrialized world
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries but
they disappeared from most cities in the mid-
20th century. After the Russo-Japanese War,
in order to solidify Japanese occupation in
the South Manchuria, the Japanese Railways
Bureau initiated the first tramline with 30
wooden trams in Dalian in 1909. The tram
runs from downtown to the Port of
Dalian—about a mile. In the old days, trams
were classified by different colors for different
nationalities. The white trams, which are
more upscale, were for the Japanese; while the
red ones were for local Chinese residents.
After the founding of the People’s Republic of
China the new Chinese government opened
all trams, white and red, to the general public
without any classification or discrimination.
In 1950s, with the development of Chinese
automobile industry, the Chinese
government removed most of the tramways
in Dalian. Only one tramway with three
trams was preserved and is operating for
sightseeing in the Old Town area.

Your next stop will be at Star & Sea Square.
This large square was built in 1997 to
commemorate the return of Hong Kong to
China. The square offers views of the massive
Dalian International Convention Center and
the nearby sea.
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Best of Beijing
Overnight Tour -
Double

  
Departs: 8:45 AM
Approximately 30 Hours
Price $899.95

Day 1 (L/D)

Travel by motor coach to the youngest of
China's Imperial Cities, and the capital of
modern China, Beijing.

First, visit the Temple of Heaven -- an
outstanding example of simple but impressive
Imperial architecture, set in a beautiful park
that is an oasis in the city.

This is followed by lunch at a local
restaurant. In the afternoon, tour the
Forbidden City -- a vast 'city within a city'
and a sprawling complex that includes
temples and Imperial houses, including a
harem built to house the Emperor's
concubines.

Then, you will head to famous and infamous
Tian'anmen Square, the largest gathering
spot in the world. Families flock here in the
late afternoon to fly kites and exercise in the
enormous open space.

Check in at your hotel, and this evening there
is an added bonus -- you'll be treated to a
feast of traditional Peking duck, right here in
modern Peking!

Day 2 (B/L)

Begin today's sightseeing adventure with a
hearty hotel breakfast; then set out to
discover the mysteries of the Ming Tombs in
the hills outside Beijing. The most famous of
these is the Chang Ling Tomb whose mound
has not yet been excavated.

Lunch is served at a local restaurant.
Continue to China's most spectacular
structure and most recognizable landmark --
the Great Wall. Running from the sea to the
Gobi Desert, this awesome monument to
tyranny and separatism is a stark reminder of
China's ruthless Imperial history. Heading
along the coast towards Tianjin, you'll rejoin
the ship in time for dinner.

Notes:

Important: It is each guest's sole
responsibility to obtain (before traveling) any
visas, vaccinations and/or tourist cards that
are required for participating in overland
adventures or overnight tours, unless noted
otherwise in the description. Please be aware
that you may need a visa for any and/or all
countries that you will depart from and travel
through as part of your overland adventure or
overnight tour, and for the country in which
you will re-join the ship.

Best of Beijing
Overnight Tour -
Single

  
Departs: 8:45 AM
Approximately 30 Hours
Price $1,199.95

Day 1 (L/D)

Travel by motor coach to the youngest of
China's Imperial Cities, and the capital of
modern China, Beijing.

First, visit the Temple of Heaven -- an
outstanding example of simple but impressive
Imperial architecture, set in a beautiful park
that is an oasis in the city.

This is followed by lunch at a local
restaurant. In the afternoon, tour the
Forbidden City -- a vast 'city within a city'
and a sprawling complex that includes
temples and Imperial houses, including a
harem built to house the Emperor's
concubines.

Then, you will head to famous and infamous
Tian'anmen Square, the largest gathering
spot in the world. Families flock here in the
late afternoon to fly kites and exercise in the
enormous open space.

Check in at your hotel, and this evening there
is an added bonus -- you'll be treated to a
feast of traditional Peking duck, right here in
modern Peking!

Day 2 (B/L)

Begin today's sightseeing adventure with a
hearty hotel breakfast; then set out to
discover the mysteries of the Ming Tombs in
the hills outside Beijing. The most famous of
these is the Chang Ling Tomb whose mound
has not yet been excavated.

Lunch is served at a local restaurant.
Continue to China's most spectacular
structure and most recognizable landmark --
the Great Wall. Running from the sea to the
Gobi Desert, this awesome monument to
tyranny and separatism is a stark reminder of
China's ruthless Imperial history. Heading
along the coast towards Tianjin, you'll rejoin
the ship in time for dinner.

Notes:

Important: It is each guest's sole
responsibility to obtain (before traveling) any
visas, vaccinations and/or tourist cards that
are required for participating in overland
adventures or overnight tours, unless noted
otherwise in the description. Please be aware
that you may need a visa for any and/or all
countries that you will depart from and travel
through as part of your overland adventure or
overnight tour, and for the country in which
you will re-join the ship.
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Ming Tomb & Great Wall

Departs: 8:30 AM
Approximately 12 Hours
Adult $209.95; Child $189.95

Depart from the pier for an approximately
three and a half-hour panoramic drive to the
Great Wall area. You'll enjoy lunch at a local
Chinese restaurant and make the most of a
shopping break at a Jade crafts Store. Explore
the Great Wall of China, whose construction
began as early as the 8th century BC. It was
the first Qin Emperor who extended this
bastion who purpose was to guard against the
northern barbarians. Construction reached
its zenith under the Ming Dynasty and, today,
the wall stretches some 3,600 miles. Your visit
features a walk along a restored section of the
wall and its battlements, which are wide
enough to allow cavalry and chariots to pass.
Then set out to discover the mysteries of the
Ming Tombs in the hills outside Beijing. The
most famous of these is the Chang Ling
Tomb whose mound has not yet been
excavated (now opened to public as a
museum with relics found underground on
display). Re-board the motorcoach and
transfer directly back to the ship in Tianjin,
approximately three and a half hours away.

Notes: Wear comfortable walking shoes.

Summer Palace & Hutongs by
Rickshaw

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 11 Hours
Adult $159.95; Child $139.95

Depart from pier for an approximately three
and a half -hour drive to the city of Beijing.

Enjoy a tour through the local hutongs.
These are the narrow streets and alleys of the
Old Town and date back to the Yuan
Dynasty. Courtyard-style houses line these
quaint streets and are the type of housing that
used to be all over Beijing. Everyone lived in
these kinds of homes before the era of
apartment buildings. Many hutongs still
survive today and attract visitors who hope to
discover the absolutely authentic character of
Old Beijing.

Explore deep in the alleys around the Houhai
area, traveling by rickshaw. You will visit a
local family in one of the courtyards to learn
about Beijing regional's culture and the
people's life here.

Lunch is served at a local Chinese restaurant.

Continue to the Summer Palace, dating back
to the Qing Dynasty. This summer residence
took on special interest for the notorious
Empress Dowager Cixi, who fulfilled a
wonderful, if rather expensive, dream by
commissioning the palace in 1888. Originally
a concubine of the third rank, Cixi had placed
herself on the Dragon Throne and ruled as
Regent for 50 years.

By deploying young women and other earthly
distractions, she kept her son away from

matters of government until his death at the
age of 18. Bypassing the legal inheritance, she
installed her young nephew as Emperor and
governed from behind the throne until he
reached majority. She then retired to the
Summer Palace, but continued to meddle in
court politics. Explore with your guide and
take in the magnificent palace and grounds,
which are an oasis of peace in the bustling
city.

Board your motorcoach and drive directly
back to the ship in Tianjin -- a drive of
approximately four hours.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes.

The Great Wall of China

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 10½ Hours
Adult $199.95; Child $149.95

Depart from the pier for an approximately
three-hour and a half scenic drive to the
Great Wall area.

You'll enjoy lunch at a local Chinese
restaurant and make the most of a shopping
break at a Jade Crafts Store.

Explore the Great Wall of China, whose
construction began as early as the 8th century
BC. It was the first Qin Emperor who
extended this bastion who purpose was to
guard against the northern barbarians.
Construction reached its zenith under the
Ming Dynasty and, today, the wall stretches

some 3,600 miles.

Your visit features a walk along a restored
section of the wall and its battlements, which
are wide enough to allow cavalry and chariots
to pass.

After your stroll on the wall, re-board the
motorcoach and transfer directly back to the
ship in Tianjin, approximately three and a
half hours away.

Notes: Wear comfortable walking shoes.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
car (City of Beijing)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,199.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
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with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
car (City of Tianjin)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $899.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature

Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
car (Great Wall)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,499.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own

interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
minibus (City of Beijing)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the

personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
minibus (City of Tianjin)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,499.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
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to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
minibus (Great Wall)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,999.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many

destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
van (City of Beijing)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,399.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party

needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
van (City of Tianjin)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,299.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.
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Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
van (Great Wall)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,699.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.
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Essence of Tianjin

Departs: 8:15 AM
Approximately 4¼ Hours
Adult $99.95; Child $79.95

Departing the pier, enjoy a panoramic drive
as your motorcoach heads into the city of
Tianjin.

Once in the city, your tour begins with a visit
to the Confucius Temple, built for the
veneration of the philosopher, Confucius,
and the sages and philosophers of
Confucianism. The Confucius Temple in
Tianjin is the third-largest in China.

Confucianism plays a significant role in
Chinese folk religion and other Asian
countries. This temple and other like it were
used for the administration of the imperial
examination in China and Vietnam, and
often housed schools and other study
facilities.

You'll also visit the Ancient Culture Street --
a street that brilliantly showcases replica
Qing Dynasty-style architecture. It opened
on New Year's Day in 1986 and is located on
the west bank of the Haihe River. Many
stores here sell Chinese specialties, including
the famous Zhang's Clay Figures,
Yangliuqing folk paintings, and more. It's the
perfect place to pick up a souvenir.

Grand Xi'an & Beijing
Overland (Tianjin -
Shanghai) - (Double)

  
Departs: 8:00 AM
5 Days / 4 Nights
Price $3,299.95

Day 1 (L/D)

An approximately four-hour panoramic
drive brings you to the city of Beijing. Upon
arrival, enjoy lunch at a local Chinese
restaurant.

This afternoon, you will visit the Summer
Palace, dating back to the Qing Dynasty. This
seasonal residence took on special interest for
the notorious Empress Dowager Cixi, who
fulfilled a wonderful, if rather expensive,
dream by commissioning the palace in 1888.
Originally a concubine of the third rank, Cixi
had placed herself on the Dragon Throne and
ruled as Regent for 50 years. By deploying
young women and other earthly distractions,
she kept her son away from matters of
government until his death at the age of 18.
Bypassing the legal inheritance, she installed
her young nephew as Emperor and governed
from behind the throne until he reached
majority. She then retired to the Summer
Palace, but continued to meddle in court
politics. Explore with your guide and take in
the magnificent palace and grounds, which
are an oasis of peace in the bustling city.

Check into your hotel for a short rest before
heading out for dinner and a show. The
famous Legend of Kung Fu show follows the

story of a young boy trying to fulfill his
dream of becoming a Kung Fu master.

Return to hotel after the show. Overnight in
Beijing.

Day 2 (B/L/D)

Depart your hotel this after breakfast this
morning for a motorcoach ride to the famous
Tian'anmen Square -- the largest gathering
spot in the world sprawling across 34 acres.

Continue to the Forbidden City -- a
collection of imperial buildings. The city was
originally built as a dwelling for the Ming and
Qing Dynasties and covers an area of 250
acres. Here, the emperors and (later) China's
religious élite dwelt in seclusion, with the
lives of all therein ordered by a complex set of
rules and taboos. There is time to explore
some of the best known structures in this
magnificent array of palaces and temples.

After lunch at a local Chinese restaurant, you
will visit the 15th-century -- a group of
buildings in a walled park south of Beijing.
The most famous of the temples is the Hall of
Prayer for Good Harvests.Temple of Heaven
-- a group of buildings in a walled park
south of Beijing. The most famous of the
temples is the Hall of Prayer for Good
Harvests. -- a group of buildings in a walled
park south of Beijing. The most famous of the
temples is the Hall of Prayer for Good
Harvests.

Tonight, you will be treated to a feast of the
famous Peking Duck dinner.

Day 3 (B/D)

After breakfast, enjoy a tour through the
local hutongs. These are the narrow streets
and alleys of the Old Town and date back to
the Yuan Dynasty. Courtyard-style houses
line these quaint streets and are the type of
housing that used to be all over Beijing.
Everyone lived in these kinds of homes before
the era of apartment buildings. Many hutongs
still survive today and attract visitors who
hope to discover the absolutely authentic
character of Old Beijing. Explore deep in the
alleys around the Houhai area, traveling by
rickshaw. You will visit a local family in one
of the courtyards to learn about Beijing
regional's culture and the people's life here.

Transfer to the airport for a flight to Xi'an. A
simple in-light airline lunch is offered on
board.

Upon arrival in Xi'an, transfer to your hotel
and enjoy a buffet dinner. Overnight in Xi'an.

Day 4 (B/L/D)

After breakfast at the hotel, begin your day
with a visit to the Terra Cotta Warriors
Museum. Archaeologists unearthed this
unbelievable collection of thousands of life-
size terra cotta warriors and their horses in
1974. One of the most important finds to date
in the world, this legion was created under
the command of unified China's first
emperor, Qin Shihuang. He was terrified that
his enemies would pursue him even after
death, and so he ordered this "army" to
protect his burial site -- and for centuries
indeed it did. Each warrior is different, as you
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will discover as you are led through the vaults
where these and other treasures have been
found. Marvel at the sheer numbers, and the
incredible detail in each and every figure.

Lunch is served at a local Chinese restaurant.
Enjoy a pleasant shopping stop at the Jade
Factory with thousands of products made
from one of the most beautiful stones in the
world.

Next up, visit the Big Wild Goose Pagoda --
a temple built to house Buddhist scriptures
brought back from India by traveling monk
Xuan Zang.

Later, you can walk along the top of the
ancient City Wall, beautifully intact and a
true monument to sturdy architecture.

Dinner is at the Tang Dynasty Palace
Restaurant Theater, where a cultural
program includes a concert played on Tang
Dynasty musical instruments and colorful
dances that are more than a thousand years
old.

Day 5 (B)

Check out after the breakfast at hotel, you will
visit the Shaanxi Provincial Museum, one of
the first huge state museums in China with
modern facilities. The museum houses more
than 370,000 precious relics that were
unearthed in Shaanxi, including murals,
paintings, pottery, coins, as well as bronze,
gold, and silver objects.

Head to the airport for a noon flight to
Shanghai with a simple in-flight airline
lunch.

Visit the Shanghai Old Town and the Yu
Garden upon arrival in Shanghai; then, head
to the pier and re-board the ship.

Notes:

Due to this tour’s popularity, exclusivity, and
strict booking conditions, tour bookings must
be confirmed 60 days prior to the actual call
to Tianjin with no cancellations allowed
thereafter. Important: It is each guest’s sole
responsibility to obtain (before traveling) any
visas, vaccinations and/or tourist cards that
are required for participating in overland
adventures or overnight tours, unless noted
otherwise in the description. Please be aware
that you may need a visa for any and/or all
countries that you will depart from and travel
through as part of your overland adventure or
overnight tour, and for the country in which
you will re-join the ship.

Grand Xi'an & Beijing
Overland (Tianjin -
Shanghai) - Single

  
Departs: 8:00 AM
5 Days / 4 Nights
Price $3,799.95

Day 1 (L/D)

An approximately four-hour panoramic
drive brings you to the city of Beijing. Upon
arrival, enjoy lunch at a local Chinese
restaurant.

This afternoon, you will visit the Summer
Palace, dating back to the Qing Dynasty. This
seasonal residence took on special interest for
the notorious Empress Dowager Cixi, who

fulfilled a wonderful, if rather expensive,
dream by commissioning the palace in 1888.
Originally a concubine of the third rank, Cixi
had placed herself on the Dragon Throne and
ruled as Regent for 50 years. By deploying
young women and other earthly distractions,
she kept her son away from matters of
government until his death at the age of 18.
Bypassing the legal inheritance, she installed
her young nephew as Emperor and governed
from behind the throne until he reached
majority. She then retired to the Summer
Palace, but continued to meddle in court
politics. Explore with your guide and take in
the magnificent palace and grounds, which
are an oasis of peace in the bustling city.

Check into your hotel for a short rest before
heading out for dinner and a show. The
famous Legend of Kung Fu show follows the
story of a young boy trying to fulfill his
dream of becoming a Kung Fu master.

Return to hotel after the show. Overnight in
Beijing.

Day 2 (B/L/D)

Depart your hotel this after breakfast this
morning for a motorcoach ride to the famous
Tian'anmen Square -- the largest gathering
spot in the world sprawling across 34 acres.

Continue to the Forbidden City -- a
collection of imperial buildings. The city was
originally built as a dwelling for the Ming and
Qing Dynasties and covers an area of 250
acres. Here, the emperors and (later) China's
religious élite dwelt in seclusion, with the
lives of all therein ordered by a complex set of
rules and taboos. There is time to explore
some of the best known structures in this

magnificent array of palaces and temples.

After lunch at a local Chinese restaurant, you
will visit the 15th-century -- a group of
buildings in a walled park south of Beijing.
The most famous of the temples is the Hall of
Prayer for Good Harvests.Temple of Heaven
-- a group of buildings in a walled park
south of Beijing. The most famous of the
temples is the Hall of Prayer for Good
Harvests. -- a group of buildings in a walled
park south of Beijing. The most famous of the
temples is the Hall of Prayer for Good
Harvests.

Tonight, you will be treated to a feast of the
famous Peking Duck dinner.

Day 3 (B/D)

After breakfast, enjoy a tour through the
local hutongs. These are the narrow streets
and alleys of the Old Town and date back to
the Yuan Dynasty. Courtyard-style houses
line these quaint streets and are the type of
housing that used to be all over Beijing.
Everyone lived in these kinds of homes before
the era of apartment buildings. Many hutongs
still survive today and attract visitors who
hope to discover the absolutely authentic
character of Old Beijing. Explore deep in the
alleys around the Houhai area, traveling by
rickshaw. You will visit a local family in one
of the courtyards to learn about Beijing
regional's culture and the people's life here.

Transfer to the airport for a flight to Xi'an. A
simple in-light airline lunch is offered on
board.

Upon arrival in Xi'an, transfer to your hotel
and enjoy a buffet dinner. Overnight in Xi'an.
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Day 4 (B/L/D)

After breakfast at the hotel, begin your day
with a visit to the Terra Cotta Warriors
Museum. Archaeologists unearthed this
unbelievable collection of thousands of life-
size terra cotta warriors and their horses in
1974. One of the most important finds to date
in the world, this legion was created under
the command of unified China's first
emperor, Qin Shihuang. He was terrified that
his enemies would pursue him even after
death, and so he ordered this "army" to
protect his burial site -- and for centuries
indeed it did. Each warrior is different, as you
will discover as you are led through the vaults
where these and other treasures have been
found. Marvel at the sheer numbers, and the
incredible detail in each and every figure.

Lunch is served at a local Chinese restaurant.
Enjoy a pleasant shopping stop at the Jade
Factory with thousands of products made
from one of the most beautiful stones in the
world.

Next up, visit the Big Wild Goose Pagoda --
a temple built to house Buddhist scriptures
brought back from India by traveling monk
Xuan Zang.

Later, you can walk along the top of the
ancient City Wall, beautifully intact and a
true monument to sturdy architecture.

Dinner is at the Tang Dynasty Palace
Restaurant Theater, where a cultural
program includes a concert played on Tang
Dynasty musical instruments and colorful
dances that are more than a thousand years
old.

Day 5 (B)

Check out after the breakfast at hotel, you will
visit the Shaanxi Provincial Museum, one of
the first huge state museums in China with
modern facilities. The museum houses more
than 370,000 precious relics that were
unearthed in Shaanxi, including murals,
paintings, pottery, coins, as well as bronze,
gold, and silver objects.

Head to the airport for a noon flight to
Shanghai with a simple in-flight airline
lunch.

Visit the Shanghai Old Town and the Yu
Garden upon arrival in Shanghai; then, head
to the pier and re-board the ship.

Notes:

Due to this tour’s popularity, exclusivity, and
strict booking conditions, tour bookings must
be confirmed 60 days prior to the actual call
to Tianjin with no cancellations allowed
thereafter. Important: It is each guest’s sole
responsibility to obtain (before traveling) any
visas, vaccinations and/or tourist cards that
are required for participating in overland
adventures or overnight tours, unless noted
otherwise in the description. Please be aware
that you may need a visa for any and/or all
countries that you will depart from and travel
through as part of your overland adventure or
overnight tour, and for the country in which
you will re-join the ship.

Highlights of Tianjin

  
Departs: 8:00 AM
Approximately 5¾ Hours
Adult $119.95; Child $99.95

Departing the pier, enjoy a panoramic drive
as your motorcoach heads into the city of
Tianjin.

Once in the city, your tour begins with a visit
to the Confucius Temple, built for the
veneration of the philosopher, Confucius,
and the sages and other philosophers of
Confucianism. The Confucius Temple in
Tianjin is the third-largest in China.

Confucianism plays a significant role in
Chinese folk religion and other Asian
countries. This temple and other like it were
used for the administration of the imperial
examination in China and Vietnam, and
often housed schools and other study
facilities.

You'll also visit the Ancient Culture Street --
a street that brilliantly showcases replica Qing
Dynasty-style architecture. It opened on New
Year's Day in 1986 and is located on the west
bank of the Haihe River. Many stores here
sell Chinese specialties, including the famous
Zhang's Clay Figures, Yangliuqing folk
paintings, and more. It's the perfect place to
pick up a souvenir.

Finally, enjoy lunch at a local Chinese
restaurant before you return to the ship at
Tianjin's port.

Summer Palace & Hutongs by
Rickshaw

Departs: 6:00 AM
Approximately 11 Hours
Adult $159.95; Child $139.95

Depart from pier for an approximately three
and a half -hour drive to the city of Beijing.

Enjoy a tour through the local hutongs.
These are the narrow streets and alleys of the
Old Town and date back to the Yuan
Dynasty. Courtyard-style houses line these
quaint streets and are the type of housing that
used to be all over Beijing. Everyone lived in
these kinds of homes before the era of
apartment buildings. Many hutongs still
survive today and attract visitors who hope to
discover the absolutely authentic character of
Old Beijing.

Explore deep in the alleys around the Houhai
area, traveling by rickshaw. You will visit a
local family in one of the courtyards to learn
about Beijing regional's culture and the
people's life here.

Lunch is served at a local Chinese restaurant.

Continue to the Summer Palace, dating back
to the Qing Dynasty. This summer residence
took on special interest for the notorious
Empress Dowager Cixi, who fulfilled a
wonderful, if rather expensive, dream by
commissioning the palace in 1888. Originally
a concubine of the third rank, Cixi had placed
herself on the Dragon Throne and ruled as
Regent for 50 years.

By deploying young women and other earthly
distractions, she kept her son away from
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matters of government until his death at the
age of 18. Bypassing the legal inheritance, she
installed her young nephew as Emperor and
governed from behind the throne until he
reached majority. She then retired to the
Summer Palace, but continued to meddle in
court politics. Explore with your guide and
take in the magnificent palace and grounds,
which are an oasis of peace in the bustling
city.

Board your motorcoach and drive directly
back to the ship in Tianjin -- a drive of
approximately four hours.

Notes:

Wear comfortable walking shoes.

The Best of Tianjin

  
Departs: 7:30 AM
Approximately 9½ Hours
Adult $154.95; Child $104.95

Departing Tianjin's pier, enjoy a drive
through the countryside of China as your
motor coach heads to the city of Tianjin.

Once you're in the city, your tour begins with
a visit to the Confucius Temple and the
Ancient Culture Street, depicting aspects of
life in China. The Confucius Temple in
Tianjin is the third largest in China.

Lunch is served at a local restaurant before
the tour continues to the Tianjin Museum.
Newly renovated, this state-of-the-art
museum not only tells the history of the city
of Tianjin, but also has a large collection of
arts and crafts treasures.

Visit the Shi Family Mansion, acclaimed as
'the Number One Mansion in North China.'
Built in 1875 and with a footprint of more
than 60,000 square feet, the mansion has 12
courtyards -- each with a specific function.
The courtyards are now the site for a local
Folklore Museum, whose brick, wood and
stone carvings are among the best in north
China.

Drive back to the pier and re-board your
waiting ship.

Notes:

The Tianjin Museum is closed Mondays; a
visit to the Grand Mercy Temple and Jing
Garden will be substituted. Travel time to
Tianjin is about 1.25 hours each way.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
car (City of Beijing)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,199.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to

create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
car (City of Tianjin)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $899.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the

flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
car (Great Wall)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,499.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
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sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
minibus (City of Beijing)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many

destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
minibus (City of Tianjin)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,499.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party

needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
minibus (Great Wall)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,999.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.
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Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
van (City of Beijing)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,399.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
van (City of Tianjin)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,299.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the

single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Xingang Private Touring - full day
van (Great Wall)

Departs: 6:30 AM
Approximately 8 to 11 hours - Price is per
vehicle, not per person.
Price $1,699.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own

pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.
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Best of Qingdao

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 6½ Hours
Adult $109.95; Child $99.95

With a population of nearly nine million
people, Qingdao is a major industrial city on
the Shangdong Peninsula. Historically known
as Tsingtao, the city is also an important
seaport and major naval base in northeast
China. Your tour begins with a pleasant
photo stop at the famous St Michael’s
Cathedral. Built by the Divine World
Missionaries in 1934, this Catholic church is
considered an important landmark in
Qingdao. Its location has been the host of
many documentaries and is a popular
background for wedding photos.

Continue to Zhanqiao Pier, the official
symbol of Qingdao. Extending into the sea
like a dragon, the nearly 1,500-foot-long
wharf is the first wharf in Qingdao. Enjoy
Some time to walk around at the pier, with a
photo stop at the Huilang Pavilion at the far
end of the wharf.

Drive along the Badaguan resort area before
enjoying a lunch of Northern China-style
cuisine. Badaguan, literally meaning Eight
Passes, is a picturesque region east of
Qingdao city. The ‘eight passes’ are actually
eight avenues named after parts of the Great
Wall. Tree-lined avenues and century-old
villas make this a rather appealing area.

After lunch, visit Zhanshan Temple—an
active and functional Buddhism sanctuary in
Qingdao. Built in 1945, the temple boasts a

large collection of precious Buddha statues
and Buddhist scriptures.

The highlight of the day will be a stop at the
world-famous Qingdao Beer Museum,
where you will learn about how the Germans
influenced the Chinese in the important
(some would even say essential) tradition of
beer brewing. Built in 1903 by German
settlers, Tsingtao Brewery is the oldest beer
brewery in China. Explore the history of the
famous brewery and taste authentic
Tsingtao beer. Since 1903, Tsingtao Beer has
been brewed using the same unique process
originated by German and British settlers.
Good things never change! Tsingtao beer is
not only the most popular beer in China but
also the best-selling Chinese beer in the USA.
Tsingtao brew masters use some of the finest
ingredients from around the world but what
makes Tsingtao special is the fresh
springwater from Mt Laoshan—the origin of
Taoism in China.

Panoramic Qingdao

  
Departs: 9:15 AM
Approximately 3½ Hours
Price $69.95

Visit the former German Governor’s
Residence in the heart of Qingdao. This
beautifully maintained building provides a
glimpse of the benefits Qingdao gained from
the German presence here. Step inside this
lovely mansion to see the original century-old
furniture, artifacts, and historical
photographs on display inside. From there,
continue to Qingdao TV Tower—the highest
steel tower in mainland China. High-speed

elevators whisk visitors to the top at eight feet
per second. The 1,141 feet high tower offers
an outstanding bird’s-eye view of the whole
city of Qingdao. Your next stop will be at the
Protestant Church. Constructed in 1910 and
designed in Romanesque and Jugendstil styles
of Germany, the Protestant Church stands
out as a famous and unusual religious
monument in Qingdao—a cultural relic
thankfully now protected by the Provincial
government. The top of its 128-feet bell-
tower offers stunning views of Qingdao.
Return to the ship by motor coach after your
tour.

Qingdao Old & New

Departs: 9:30 AM
Approximately 3 Hours
Price $49.95

Visit Tianhou Palace -- a place where local
residents worship the sea goddess. Built in the
15th century, the palace is one of the very few
remaining structures from pre-German
Qingdao. It is also a Chinese folklore
museum with plenty of artifacts on display.
Visit the former German Governor's
Residence. This beautifully maintained
building provides a good overview of the
benefits Qingdao gained from the Germans
and the prominence of this venue ever since.
It is a lovely mansion on the outside and
plenty of original century-old furniture,
artifacts, and historical photographs are on
display inside. Your next stop is at the state-
of-the-art Olympic Sailing Center. Qingdao
hosted the sailing events at the 2008 Summer
Olympic in Beijing. The center is located
about two miles along the coast from

downtown Qingdao. It was officially opened
two years before the Olympics. Test events
were conducted throughout the years and it is
still active now as a major venue for sailing
events in China.

Qingdao's German Heritage

Departs: 9:15 AM
Approximately 3¾ Hours
Price $69.95

In the late 1800s, although the Qing
government had fortified Qingdao against
attacks from the sea, the Germans seized the
city and occupied the area until 1914. Today,
you’ll learn about how the Germans
influenced the Chinese at the time and
beyond. Visit the former German Governor’s
Residence. This beautifully maintained
building provides a good overview of the
benefits Qingdao gained from the Germans
and the prominence of this venue ever since.
It is a lovely mansion on the outside and
plenty of original century-old furniture,
artifacts, and historical photographs are on
display inside. Continue to the Protestant
Church. Constructed in 1910 and designed in
the Romanesque and Jugendstil styles of
Germany, the Protestant Church stands as a
famous religious monument in Qingdao and
a cultural relic protected by the Provincial
government. The top of its 128-feet bell-
tower offers stunning views of Qingdao. The
highlight of the day will be a stop at the world
-famous Qingdao Beer Museum (Tsingtao
Brewery) where you will learn about how
Germans influenced the Chinese in the
brewing of this age-old product. Built in 1903
by German settlers, Tsingtao Brewery is the
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oldest beer brewery in China. Explore the
history of the famous brewery and taste
authentic Tsingtao beer. Since 1903,
Tsingtao Beer has been brewed using the
same unique process originated by German
and British settlers. Good things never
change! Tsingtao beer is not only the most
popular beer in China but also the best-
selling Chinese beer in the USA. Tsingtao
brew masters use some of the finest
ingredients from around the world but what
makes Tsingtao special is the fresh
springwater from Mt Laoshan—the origin of
Taoism in China.

Taoist Taiqing Palace & Mt.
Laoshan

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 4 Hours
Price $89.95

Drive approximately 1¼ hours from the pier
to Mt Laoshan for a guided tour of Taiqing
Palace, a sacred Taoism temple in China. Tao
or dao literally means ‘way’, ‘path’ or
‘principle’. Local philosophical and religious
tradition emphasizes living in harmony with
the tao. With a history of more than 2,000
years, Taiqing Palace is considered the origin
of Taoism; so, today you’ll learn about Taoist
beliefs and traditions here. Towering above
the palace, Mt Laoshan is a sacred mountain
often regarded as the dwelling place of
immortals. Taiqing Palace was built in 140
BC by a Han Dynasty official who devoted
himself to Taoist development. A legendary
tai-chi master in ancient China lived at
Taiqing Palace, which is comprised of three
courts—Sanguan Hall, Sanging Hall, and
Sanhuang Hall. With 155 rooms, Taiqing
Palace currently ranks as China’s second

most important Taoist temple. Return to the
ship by motor coach after your tour.
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Shanghai, China - Saturday, October 26, 2019:  Neon pulses, soaring skyscrapers pierce the sky, construction
never stops in Shanghai’s race to modernity. Still, you can feel the city’s silk past in the peaceful Yu Gardens, its history as a financial
powerhouse in the international banks along The Bund.

Shanghai Delight with Airport
Transfer (PVG)

Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 5 Hours
Adult $84.95; Child $59.95

Shanghai is the largest metropolis in China
with a population of 13 million. It is no
wonder that the Shanghai Museum, located
in People’s Square, is one of the best in China.
The museum houses 110,000 historical
objects and 430,000 reference pieces. Its
collection of bronzeware from Shang (1600-
1027 BC) and Zhou Dynasties (1027-256 BC),
pottery, porcelain, paintings and calligraphy
enjoy national and international fame. The
galleries also house sculptures, jade, furniture,
coins and minority art. All exhibits have
English interpretation. Next, visit the Yuyuan
Garden. The Pan family, wealthy Ming
Dynasty officials, had the garden built for
them. The endeavor took 18 years between
AD 1559 and 1577. Small bridges of different
shapes and sizes, beautiful rockeries, clear
water ponds, elegant pavilions and zig-
zagging, covered corridors are nicely
designed and built in this small but very
delicate and pretty garden. In the mid-19th
century, the garden became the home base
for the Society of Small Swords—a sect of the
Taiping rebels. You will also visit the Old
Town, with its maze of narrow alleys and
cobblestone lanes. This compact area was the
center of Shanghai centuries ago. Your half-
day tour ends at Shanghai Pudong
International Airport. You'll be dropped off
at Terminal 1 or Terminal 2 for your flight

home.

Notes:

This tour is available only to guests with
flights at 4pm or later.

Shanghai Private
Touring - Extended
Day (Car)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 11 hours - Price
is per vehicle, not per person.
See additional NOTES below.
Price $799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

This option is for guests who would like to go
outside the city limitsof Shanghai. If you
would like to stay within Shanghai, you may
prefer the Signature Collection - Full Day
Private Car (Shanghai Only) option.

Shanghai Private
Touring - Extended
Day (Minibus)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 11 hours - Price
is per vehicle, not per person.
See additional NOTES below.
Price $1,499.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own

vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minibuses are ordered per vehicle
(not per person), so only one person in the
party needs to order the vehicle. The price
shown is the total cost for the vehicle, driver,
and English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

This option is for guests who would like to go
outside the city limitsof Shanghai. If you
would like to stay within Shanghai, you may
prefer the Signature Collection - Full Day
PrivateMinibus (Shanghai Only) option.
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Shanghai Private
Touring - Extended
Day (Minivan)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 11 hours - Price
is per vehicle, not per person.
See additional NOTES below.
Price $899.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity:4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available

is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

This extended day option is for guests who
would like to travel outside the city limitsof
Shanghai. If you would like to stay within
Shanghai, you may prefer the Signature
Collection - Full Day Private Car (Shanghai
Only) option.

Shanghai Private
Touring - Full Day
(Car) (Shanghai Only)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
8 hours
Price $699.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 2 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per
person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Shanghai Private
Touring - Full Day
(Minibus) (Shanghai
Only)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $1,399.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. The Signature Collection is
recommended for the single/solo traveler,
couples, family, friends, and special interest
groups traveling together. It can also be an
excellent choice for guests with mobility
limitations.

Capacity: 10 guests. Your private party may
be of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minibuses are ordered per vehicle
(not per person), so only one person in the
party needs to order the vehicle. The price
shown is the total cost for the vehicle, driver,
and English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.

Shanghai Private
Touring - Full Day
(Minivan) (Shanghai
Only)

  
Departs: 9:00 AM
Approximately 8 hours - Price is
per vehicle, not per person. See
additional NOTES below.
Price $799.95

Explore at your own pace with a private
vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at
your service. This exclusive tour is designed
to allow you the chance to customize your
time ashore and discover the most interesting
sights in the comfort and privacy of your own
vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and
English-speaking guide, you will have the
flexibility and independence to design your
itinerary ashore according to your own
interests, and take in the sights at your own
pace. See the famous sights, or go beyond to
create your own intimate connections and
unique cultural encounters. The Signature
Collection is recommended for the
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single/solo traveler, couples, family, friends,
and special interest groups traveling together.
It can also be an excellent choice for guests
with mobility limitations.

Capacity: 4 guests. Your private party may be
of any size up to the maximum capacity.

Notes:

Private minivans are ordered per vehicle (not
per person), so only one person in the party
needs to order the vehicle. The price shown is
the total cost for the vehicle, driver, and
English-speaking guide. Entrance fees for
attractions are not included. In many
destinations, the number of vehicles available
is extremely limited, so guests are encouraged
to secure their private vehicle reservation as
early as possible.
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Overland Adventures & Overnights

For those with a thirst for adventure as well as luxury 

cruising, we offer a selection of special Overland 

Adventures and Overnights to take you deep into the 

heart of the lands we visit. Varying in length from 

two to several days, these tours will take you through 

breathtaking scenery and to historical sites that allow you 

to explore each region more thoroughly. 

Clothing 

Comfortable, layered clothing and walking shoes are 

strongly recommended.

Flights, Meals & Accommodation

As flight times have not been confirmed at the time 

this brochure was printed, some meals and visits to 

some attractions may be adjusted for your comfort and 

convenience, to accommodate the schedule. Overland 

Adventures and Overnights include all meals (unless 

otherwise specified), transportation and overnight 

accommodations in the finest hotels available and are 

escorted by a member of Holland America Line’s staff.

Advance Bookings

on the overland or overnight experience of your dreams. 

Space is limited! We suggest that you book early to 

avoid missing these truly enticing tours which have been 

arranged to give you an in-depth view of inland areas.

We are increasingly aware that many discerning travelers 

are enthusiastic to participate in our comprehensive 

program of spectacular Overland Adventures and 

Overnights. Because it is not always possible to guarantee 

space beyond the tours’ booking deadline on these exciting 

journeys, we earnestly encourage you to use the Holland 

America                Line         website              well        in     advance               to      secure            space                    

Physical Limitations

Due to the in-depth nature of these tours, most areas are 

not accessible to wheelchairs. 

Luggage

Luggage must be limited to one small checked bag per 

person on Overland Adventures and Overnights.

Special Notes

n Wear comfortable footwear at all times

Bring a lightweight sweater or jacket in case of cooler  

temperatures

Book early. Capacity is limited on many Overland 

Adventures and Overnights 

Book your Overland Adventures and Overnights 

online at hollandamerica.com

n 

n 

n 

Visas, Vaccinations & Tourist Cards

It is each guest’s sole responsibility to obtain (before 

traveling) any visas, vaccinations and/or tourist cards that 

are required for participating in Overland Adventures 

and Overnights, unless noted otherwise in the description. 

Please be aware that you may need a visa for any and/or 

all countries that you will depart from and travel through 

as part of your overland adventure or overnight tour, and

  for the country in which you will re-join the ship.   

General Information

Tour Durations & Prices

The information in this brochure is designed to help 
you select the tours most suited to your interests. 
The individual tour descriptions include approximate 
durations. Prices can be found on our website at 
hollandamerica.com and are quoted in U.S. funds. Prices 
are subject to change without notice. To allow the Shore 
Excursions staff the flexibility to coordinate your time in 
port with meals and activities on the ship, exact departure 
times are published in the Shore Excursions Planning 
Form on board. For more information, please attend 
the Shore Excursions presentation or visit the Shore 
Excursions Desk. 

Tour Descriptions

Tour descriptions may change after printing. Information 
that becomes available after this brochure is published will be 
posted in the Shore Excursions section of our website, which 
can be found online at hollandamerica.com. Significant 
changes will be noted on the Shore Excursions Planning 
Form on board. Tour schedules are subject to change.

Guides, Services & Transportation

In certain interesting, off-the-beaten-track places, 
professional guides and vehicles are at a premium. The 
best available are engaged. For all tours other than the 
Signature Collection, it is exceptional for drivers of 
public hire vehicles to speak any language but their own 
and it is not always possible to obtain air-conditioned 
buses or taxis in many ports. However, we do our 
utmost to find the very best packages for your touring 
pleasure. Guests who leave during a tour for which 
transportation is included must thereafter provide for their 
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own transportation and services at their own expense. 
Transportation standards vary from country to country. 

Self-Guided Touring

Guests who do not join these prearranged shore 
excursions must rely on whatever transportation is 
available in each port. If you choose to devise your own 
excursion, we suggest that you remind the driver or tour 
escort of the ship’s sailing time. Of course, the ship’s 
facilities are fully available to guests while in port.

Reservations & Online Reservations

the time of making your reservations online, we will advise 
you whether or not your reservations are confirmed or 
whether you have been waitlisted. Your credit card will be 
charged immediately for all confirmed reservations. Should 
space become available for a waitlisted tours request, we 
will e-mail or otherwise contact you at that time and either 
immediately charge your credit card if you have already 
given us your credit card information or ask you to provide 
us with that information for immediate charge processing. 
Reservations for shore excursions are subject to cancellation 
by us at any time prior to the credit card charge being 
accepted by your bank. If you or Holland America cancel 

Now you can easily choose your tour times, book 
a tour (except Overland Adventures and Overnights) more 

your tours and receive confirmation of your shore 
than 3 days prior to cruise departure, we will issue a credit 

exucursions reservations 24 hours a day. Visit us online 
on the credit card that you used to pay for the reservation. 

at hollandamerica.com or phone us at 1-888-425-9376. 
For any cancellation within 3 days of departure, a credit 

Book online now, up until 3 days before sailing. Make 
will not be given on your credit card. Instead, we will apply 

your payment online via our secure website, and receive 
an ONBOARD CREDIT ONLY policy under which the 

confirmation as well as your tour departure times. You 
refund (less any cancellation fee) will show up as a credit 

can also download the shore excursions, view tour prices, 
to the shipboard account of the person who was to take 

find answers to frequently asked questions and read 
the tour. If the credit is not fully utilized during the cruise, 

general information. Remember, online and phone shore 
the balance will be paid to that guest by the ship’s Purser. 

excursion reservations are processed prior to any requests 
Once on board, if you cancel your tour reservation after the 

made on board the ship and receive priority handling. At 
booking deadline stated in the Shore Excursion Planning 
Form on board, a 100% cancellation fee will apply since 
transportation and services will have already been arranged. 
If space on the tour you have ordered is not available 

you will be contacted to see if you are interested 
in another tour selection. You may receive 
confirmation of your tours via e-mail. Vouchers 
for each confirmed tour will be delivered to your 

stateroom after embarkation.

Immunizations

your itinerary. You can also check the Centers for Disease  
Control and Prevention’s website at cdc.gov. Click on 
Travelers’ Health and then Vaccinations. It is also a good 
idea to bring along a record of your immunizations, as 
requirements for immunizations may change. It is the 
guests’ responsibility to remain apprised of changes in 
immunization policies, so that they have all the required 
inoculations and immunizations at the time of departure.

Immunizations may be required for some of the ports of 
call included in your voyage. Please contact your local 
physician, Health Department and/or travel medicine clinic 

to discuss immunization requirements for all countries on 

Safety

We take steps to identify and contract with reputable 
tour operators. Tour operators must comply with local 
government requirements and carry liability insurance 
in amounts consistent with local standards to address 
personal injury and property damage. 

Visa Requirements

Each guest is responsible for obtaining all visas needed 
to join the cruise. Unless otherwise noted, it is the guest’s 
sole responsibility to obtain any necessary visas to 
participate in any Overland Adventures and Overnights. 
Guests must keep themselves apprised of policy 
changes. Passports, visas (other than as specified above), 
tourist cards, and vaccinations, if required, are the sole 
responsibility of the guest. Remember, guests must have a 
passport that is valid for at least six months beyond the 
completion of their trip.
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Visa Service

It is each guest’s responsibility to obtain all necessary 
visas. Your travel agent will assist you with your visa 
needs. Should you require further assistance, special 
arrangements have been made with ZIERER VISA 
SERVICE. They can be contacted directly at:

ZIERER VISA SERVICE
4301 Connecticut Avenue N.W.
Suite 250
Washington, D.C. 20008
(866) 788-1100/Phone
(202) 265-3061/Fax

Walk-in hours: 8:30am to 5pm EST
or

165 Post Street (walk-in hours: 9am to 5pm PST)
3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94108
(866) 788-1100/Phone
(415) 495-4491/Fax

Documents need to be submitted no earlier than three 
months prior to your home country departure, but no 
later than 70 calendar days prior to your departure from 

home. Documents received after this  deadline may be 
subject to additional fees.

Cancellation of Signature Collection Arrangements

There is no penalty for canceling most pre-booked tours; 
however, if you cancel a Signature Collection private vehicle 
tour, a 100% cancellation fee will apply since transportation 
and services will have already been arranged.

Cancellation of Overland Adventures and Overnights

The cancellation policy for Overland Adventures 
and Overnights is (unless noted otherwise in the tour 
description):

30 - 60 days before tour date: 25%
14 - 29 days before tour date: 50%
Within 14 days: Non-Refundable

Please note that the Cancellation Protection Plan covers 
pre-booked tours, including Overland Adventures and 
Overnights, if cancellation is made up to 24 hours prior to 
commencement of cruise. Tours cancelled within 24 hours 
prior to commencement of cruising or while on board are 
not covered by the Cancellation Protection Plan and are 
subject to the above penalties. In the event a complete tour 
is cancelled by Holland America Line or the tour operator, 
pre-booked refunds will be handled on board. Very shortly 
after each booking deadline/cancellation date, e-mails are 
sent from the ship to the agencies concerned, informing 
them of our definite requirements for meals, seats on 
aircraft, number of automobiles and motorcoaches, etc., and 
commitments are made. If notice of cancellation is received 
after the booking deadline/cancellation date, a refund can be 
assured only if the ticket is resold. Guests are encouraged to 
pre-purchase tours. We recommend speaking with the Shore 
Excursions Manager on board if you have any questions 
about your physical ability to take part in any tour. Should 
you opt not to take the tour following this discussion, full 
reimbursement will be made provided the cancellation is 
made within 24 hours of boarding the ship. For Overland 
Adventures and Overnights, due to the in-depth nature of 
the adventures, most areas are not accessible to wheelchairs 
and require a considerable amount of activity.

n 
n 
n 

Scooters

Depending on the port, the tour operator(s) may impose 
weight restrictions for electric scooters and/or additional 
charges may apply.

General Conditions

Shore Excursions, Overland Adventures and Overnights  are 
“Non-Holland America Line Services” for the purposes of 
your Cruise Contract. This means that tours are not owned 
or operated by Holland America Line. Refer to your Cruise 
Contract for a full statement of your rights and obligations 
as well as those of the Owner of the Ship, Holland America 
Line Inc. and certain other persons and entities with respect 
to Non-Holland America Line Services. In particular, please 
note that you are assuming the entire risk of utilizing Non-
Holland America Line Services subject only to whatever terms 
or arrangements are made by you or on your behalf with the 
third party furnishing the Non-Holland America Line Services. 
Holland America Line does not assume liability for injuries or 
damages that occur during or as a result of Shore Excursions, 
Overland Adventures and Overnights, nor is Holland America 
Line liable for loss of or damage to any baggage or other 
property which occurs ashore, for any reason whatsoever. 
Tours are subject to cancellations or changes. Tour operators 
reserve the right to deny participation to guests based on such 
criteria as they may establish. Children under 18 must be 
accompanied by a parent or responsible adult aged 21 years 
or older.
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